Abstract
Introduction
Development of DNA Modeller was motivated by a need for a better understanding of the DNA double helix structure without investing in a powerful but expensive workstation and commercial software. Furthermore, commercial software is not transparent and is usually designed for proteins and not DNA, and does not directly allow one to change a single parameter, describing a DNA structure, e.g. propeller, roll, which can readily be done with DNA Modeller. There are several programs (HyperChem, Desktop Molecular Modeller, Alchemy) that can be used to work with DNA but they do not enable direct manipulation with the base pair and base pair step parameters. After a simple change in the input and output, NEWHELJX (Yanagi et al., 1991) can be compiled on a PC, but can serve only for DNA structure analysis.
DNA Modeller can be used for DNA crystal structure
Institute of Biophysics, Czech Academy of Sciences. KnUovopoiskd 135, 61265 Bmo, Czech Republic analysis, for preparation of input files (starting configuration) for other software, to calculate the energy or atom-atom distances, or visualize the structure and its alterations after one or more structural parameters are changed according to the wishes of the user. The program is written in Turbo Pascal 6.0 using objectoriented techniques. The base object is the 'coordinate system', which is inherited by other objects called 'base', 'pair' and 'duplex'. The object 'coordinate system' contains three vectors defining three axes of the coordinate system, the coordinate system origin and a matrix (3 X 3) for the coordinate system transformation. The object 'base' contains information about the base type (adenine, etc.), strand (I, II), pair parameters (buckle, etc.) and atoms, their specifications, coordinates, connections (covalent bonds), charges and atom types for energy calculations, and methods for base manipulation and visualization. The object 'pair' contains two bases, step parameters (tilt, etc.) and methods for the pair manipulation, visualization and energy calculation. The object 'duplex' contains pairs and methods for duplex manipulation, visualization, energy calculation, and input/output. The main program includes a procedure manager that waits for keyboard commands to run the duplex methods.
Terminology
In this paper the term base pair (or pair) is used for two complementary bases connected by two (A.T, A.U) or three (G.C) Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds. Two successive base pairs are called a base pair step (or step).
Definition of structural parameters, structure generation and analysis
The parameters describing the mutual positions of bases in the pair and the mutual positions of base pairs in the double helical arrangement are defined according to the Cambridge convention (Dickerson, 1989) . A local coordinate system (connected with the base pair) is used for the structure description. The global (helix) coordinate system is not suitable for building structures that are not strictly regular because a change of a single parameter, e.g. propeller, alters the helical axis direction if it is defined as in NEWHELIX. The alteration is especially dramatic with short sequences. The bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine and uracil) are manipulated as rigid bodies; only the amino and methyl groups can rotate.
A right-handed orthonormal coordinate system is connected to the base pair in the following manner. The _y-axis goes through the C6 and C8 atoms of the pyrimidine and purine base respectively, with its positive direction pointing to the left when the base pair is viewed from the minor groove. The jr-axis is perpendicular; it lies in the base pair plane and divides the C6-C8 distance in half. The positive direction of this axis points to the major groove. The z-axis is perpendicular to the xy-plane and its positive direction is defined according to the right-hand rule. Other coordinate systems are connected with each base in the pair. The coordinate systems of the bases coincide with the coordinate system of the corresponding base pair as long as all six base pair parameters are zero. In other words, when all base pair parameters are zero, then all three coordinate systems (one connected with the base pair and the other two, each connected with a base of this pair) coincide. When a base pair is generated with non-zero pair parameters, then the coordinate systems of the bases are moved appropriately with the bases but the position of the coordinate system of the pair remains unchanged. The coordinate systems axes are then used in structure building and analysis.
Generation of a desired base pair geometry always starts from the canonical base pair geometries (Saenger, 1984) , which prevents accumulation of rounding errors (connected with the limited precision of numerical representation in a computer). The structure-building procedure first performs three rotations with the bases in the pair around the _y, x and z axes to give rise to propeller, buckle and opening of a base pair, or roll, tilt and helical twist of a base pair step. The order of rotations is essential because they are not commutative. In the second step, the translation operations follow.
The analysis of base pairs (their atomic coordinates are read by the program from a *.mol file which is a PDB/NDB file of the corresponding DNA structure transformed by the readbrk utility) starts with a replacement of the bases by their canonical equivalents, including the hydrogen atoms which are not seen in the X-ray diffraction patterns and are therefore absent in the database. Because all six pair parameters are defined as symmetric deviations of bases from their reference positions, the coordinate system of the base pair can easily be generated from the coordinate systems of the bases. First, the bases are shifted such that their coordinate system origins coincide with the coordinate origin of the pair. Now one can calculate the base pair opening (its half) by bringing the _y-axes of the bases into the .yz-plane of the pair coordinate system through a rotation of each base around the z-axis of the pair. Similarly, the rotations around the x-and _y-axes of the pair define buckle and propeller respectively. The order of rotations is again essential. All conformational angles are defined by the right-hand rule. The signs of buckle, propeller and opening are given by the sign of the corresponding rotation of the left-hand base in the pair when DNA is viewed from its minor groove side. Similarly, the positive signs of shear, stretch and stagger are given by the motions of the left-hand base from its regular position in the positive directions of the x-, y-and z-axis respectively. The same philosophy is used in calculations of the step parameters.
Data input and output
The main input/output mode is designed for parameters of the DNA base pairs (buckle, propeller, opening, shear-Sx, stretch-Sy, stagger-Sz and amino-and/or methyl-group rotations) and the base pair steps (tilt, roll, twist, shift-Dx, slide-Dy and rise-Dz). The input/output files are simple lists of parameters mentioned above with additional information about the base sequence, van der Waals and electrostatic energies, the electrostatic model used etc. To change the number of base pairs or their sequence, one can simply edit the input file and insert or delete the corresponding rows using any text editor with ASCII output. Up to 20 bp can be generated. It is also possible to have the output in the *.mol format, which is a list of atom specifications (Nl, C2, etc.), Cartesian coordinates, atom connections (information about the covalent bonds) and base sequence. Files in this format can be read back by DNA Modeller. The PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977; Abola et al., 1987) and NDB (Berman et al., 1992) output format is included and one can transform the PDB/NDB files into the *.mol format readable by DNA Modeller using the readbrk utility. A plotter utility creates *.plt files containing mono or stereo wire pictures in HPGL format. One can use the DOS copy command to send a *.plt file to a Hewlett-Packard compatible plotter or import it into a text editor (e.g. AmiPro) and print.
What DNA Modeller can do with DNA structures
After reading structural parameters or atomic coordinates, a mono or stereo wire drawing of the base pairs is shown on the screen along with the selected parameter, its value and increment. It is possible to select any pair and step parameters and add or subtract a chosen increment to it by pressing + or -, or to rotate and move the whole structure and immediately see the change. One can calculate hydrogen bond lengths between the complementary bases and save them in a file, or calculate atom-atom distances (<3.8 A to see close atom-atom contacts) in a selected dimer and save them in a file sorted in ascending order. The program also calculates the van der Waals and electrostatic energies, using AMBER (Weiner et al., 1984 (Weiner et al., , 1986 ) united atom or all atom potentials of the base pairs. The energies are either shown on the screen or saved in the output file, containing the base pair (buckle, etc.) and step (tilt, etc.) parameters.
Up to 30 structural parameters can be varied in the energy minimization procedure, which is based on the simplex method algorithm combined with a random number generator to create the starting simplex. When a local minimum is reached, a new simplex is generated to overcome the energy barrier and find another energy minimum. The user can set the number of repetitions in this procedure and select a number (1-30) that represents relative ranges of variables in which the simplex is generated. This number is automatically transferred into the appropriate range for each single variable (e.g. when selecting 30, the random number generator generates the increment of propeller within -30°, 30°; stagger within -0.6 A, 0.6 A, etc. Selecting 20 means that two-thirds of the values above are used, i.e. -20°, 20°; -0.4 A, 0.4 A, etc.) . The generation of a new simplex is thus limited to a reasonable neighbourhood of the current position in the conformational space.
The main advantage of the program is its use of the base pair and step parameters during manipulation with bases and during energy optimization. Figure 1 demonstrates the ATA (TAT in the complementary strand) sequence with the central base pair propeller being successively -30°, -15°, 0°, 15°, 30° while all other parameters remain unchanged. Figure 2 shows 
Applications
The program has already been used in our laboratory to study correlations among the base pair parameters, especially between propeller and buckle (Jursa and Kypr, 1991) , an unusual geometry of the CpA dimer found in several oligonucleotide crystals (J.Sponer et al., unpublished) , and the geometries and energies of 693 Watson-Crick base pairs taken from the available 77 oligonucleotide crystal structures (Jursa and Kypr, 1993) .
Availability
Contact the Internet address jursa@zoncna.ibp.cz and use 'DNA Modeller' as subject.
